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The formatting of this book for Kindle is atrocious, making it almost unreadable. Spaces within

words, sudden paragraph changes, sudden changes in font size... you name it, this edition has it.

Stay away!

Over the last few years I have become increasingly fascinated by conspiracies about major world

events and public figures (politicians, royalty, celebrities etc.) and their supposed ties to the occult

and thus to numerology which is the basis for Kabalistic and all occult schools of thought. When I

began to realize this, however, I was shocked at how difficult it was to find concrete information

about numerology and its dominant role in the functioning of the occult, secret societies, etc. This

was one of the only books that offered worthwhile insight on the subject. Fantastic, fascinating book

filled with information that is not widely available. Some sections require reading more than once

because of the complex nature of numerology, but it is definitely worth the effort!



Wow what a disappointment for 99 cents. Main problem is that its a mess to look at for no reason

text is suddenly bolded or highlighted its just completley unreadable. You get what you pay for.

Looks like some computer program laid this out and no human eyes ever bothered to look at it.

Great way to make a buck - take out of copyright material and re package it with no respect or

thought. Too bad its interesting material I will just go out and find an old copy of the book to read.

i like this book as a reference, and it is well worth having for that reason alone, if nothing else.

Decent purchase for certain. Have found myself going back to it several times, good for esoteric

conversation.

This book is a complete course in numerology. It's background, and the deep significance of

numbers and how they are linked to the occult. Highly interesting read.

The text is filled with nothing but information that cannot be traced to its origin. Westcott makes this

clear in the introduction, as it would have been rather impractical to cite every source. With this in

mind, the text can be a useful inspiration for what to look for in regards to numbers and their cultural

implications, but nothing more.

I find it very interesting of how the ancients used the number system in what I see rate the class of

citizens of the past. It tells how one number is better than another when in fact they are just

numbers that show you how many. They tried very hard to hide many thoughts about the numbers

they portrayed as being better than and applying the numbers to show themselves like gods. The

Creator looks for ALL citizens and they will be equal to the test of the soul and spirit within. Nothing

is numbered in peace and love. Everyone is equal.

Very bad ! Lots and lots spelling mistakes and missing letters here and there. The table content is

the worst page !
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